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Center for Human Development - El Trifinio, Guatemala
FRONT DESK OF CLINIC AT THE CENTER FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT CLINIC, SOUTHWEST TRIFINIO REGION OF GUATEMALA
PATIENT CHECKING IN AT FRONT DESK
ENTRANCE TO CLINIC - SPONSOR SIGNAGE
ANTONIO BOLAÑOS, MD - CLINIC DIRECTOR
SASKIA BUNGE-MONTES, MD, MPH - DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY PROGRAMS AND EDUCATION
EXAM ROOMS
INSIDE THE EXAM ROOM
BIRTH CENTER OPENING CEREMONY
BIRTH CENTER
COMMUNITY HEALTH NURSES AND THE FIRST THREE BABIES BORN AT THE BIRTH CENTER
AMY NACHT, MSN, CNM, MEMBER OF THE MATERNAL TEAM, TEACHING HELPING BABIES BREATHE®
DENTAL EXAM ROOM
ELIZABETH SHICK, DDS, MPH - DIRECTOR OF GLOBAL HEALTH INITIATES AT THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE, EXAMINING A DENTAL PATIENT
DENTAL STUDENTS PREPARING TO SEE PATIENTS
RESEARCH LABORATORY
EDWIN ASTURIAS, MD - DIRECTOR OF LATIN AMERICAN PROJECTS, IN THE LAB
BUFFS HOUSE LODGING FACILITY, INAUGURATED JULY 2016
COURTYARD AT THE LODGING FACILITY
DR. EDWIN ASTURIAS, DIRECTOR OF THE GUATEMALA TRIFINIO PROJECT AND JAMES GAENSBAUER, MD, MScPH, CO-PI OF A DIARRHEAL STUDY, EXAMINING A PATIENT.
LAUREN MEHNER, 4TH YEAR SCHOOL OF MEDICINE STUDENT 
ENGAGING WITH A PATIENT
JESSICA CATALDI, MD, DEMONSTRATING BREATHING TREATMENTS TO A MOM
MAUREEN CUNNINGHAM, MD, MPH AND SUSAN NIERMEYER, MD, MPH, FAAP - BOTH SENIOR INVESTIGATORS AT THE CENTER FOR GLOBAL HEALTH, TEACHING HELPING BABIES BREATHE®
AMBULANCE, TRANSPORT FOR PATIENTS TO THE NEAREST HOSPITAL AND TUK TUKS, USED FOR COMMUNITY VISITS
STEVE BERMAN, MD, FAAP - DIRECTOR OF THE CENTER FOR GLOBAL HEALTH, WITH THE COMMUNITY NURSES
NURSES AND FUTURE MOTHERS IN PRENATAL CARE GROUP
DR. GRETCHE
HEINRICHS ON
A HOME VISIT
CLAUDIA LUNA-ASTURIAS, LGSW - INVESTIGATOR AND CHA/PA LIASION AT THE CENTER FOR GLOBAL HEALTH, AND COMMUNITY NURSES CONDUCTING A CHILD DEVELOPMENT SESSION WITH MOTHERS
NURSE MEASURING A CHILD FOR THE CHILD DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
NURSE TAKING MEASUREMENTS DURING A CLINICAL VISIT
WORKERS AT THE LOCAL BANANA PLANTATION, BAÑASA
WORKER AT THE BANANA PLANTATION
LOCAL SCHOOL CHILDREN
DAILY LIFE IN THE TRIFINIO